
PAC-MAN

**About Pac Man **

With Pac Man app you can enjoy the arcade classic now on your smartphone or tablet. Guide Pac

Man through numerous labyrinths, escape the mean ghosts and devour all balls. 

Pac Man is one of the best-known games worldwide and enjoys great popularity among young and

elderly. By dint of Pac Man for iOS and Android you can play the game classic even when you’re on

the move. Like in the original game, you have to guide Pac Man through numerous labyrinths,

escape mean ghosts and eat all balls. The app combines the well-tried game principles with new

features like multiplayer mode, Pac-missions or new designed labyrinths. The free Pac Man app

for iOS and Android is now available on our web page. 

**Pac Man – well-tried game principle: **

-	Eat all balls: Even though Pac Man for iOS and Android is a game for smartphones and tablets, it

has the same game principle like the classic game. The aim of the game is to guide Pac Man

through labyrinths and eat all dots there. At the same time you have to escape the mean ghosts

which aim for your live. You will reach the next level as soon as you have eaten all balls. If you lose

all your lives during a level, the game will be over. 

-	Special features: You should know about some special features when you play Pac Man. You

receive e.g. an extra life as soon as you reach 10.000 points. Besides normal balls you can also

eat so called Power-balls. These balls weaken the ghosts temporarily so that you have the

possibility to eat them. But be fast: Devour the ghosts before they recover their full strength. 

Pac Man – that’s new: 

-	Choose your control: By using the Pac Man app you can choose between different controls. You

can control Pac Man e.g. with a wipe controller or the classic joystick controller.

-	Multiplayer mode: Compete against friends and other players from all over the world and put on

an exciting match. Show your friends who is the best Pac Man player and proof your skills. 

-	Pac missions: You can complete so called Pac missions every day. If you complete these

missions successfully, you’ll receive different rewards. 

Conclusion: The app Pac Man brings the popular arcade classic on your mobile devices and

arouses nostalgic feelings. The app combines the original’s classic game principle with new

features like multiplayer mode or many new labyrinths. 


